
Jan. 4,1984.

Dear Albert,
Hope you are corning along,and will be able to return

horne in near future. wish to remind you that I went through
corn arable ordeal for over two years. Being in bed is no comfort
to anyone,but as my father always said,-Amyone can be at ease
when everything is going his way, but it takes courage to stand
up to adversity,everytime. Well you can imagine that I knew
what this was, especially when I had disabling,painful arthritis 0

my thoracic spine,with eventual kyphosis of marked degree. During-------
that period of nearly two years,I could not take any sedatives,
among other reasons, because I am so severely allergic-could not
even take aspirin or tylenol,believe it or not.

My son in
intended to visit you,at my suggestion, but thought it best not
to disturb your rest,since you probably have enough visitors,and
should be allowed all the rest you can get,which in retrospect I
concur.

Many changes have occured in Medicine since our days
-and not all changes have been for the best.I am thinking

particularly of the practical practice of Medicine,where revenues
and business concerns have totally replaced the professionalism
we knew.Clinics and clinics,mergers and mergers,multiple drug
conglomerates,good and questionable medical insurance programs,
medical entreprenuers replacing professionalism, innumerable
specialists in every category-many dubious and of doubtful
purpose. Perso~nlly I question the quality of Medical advance
over the past twenty years,despite more and more publications,
inventions,limitless individual contributions, both financial and
scientific.The old-time dedicated scientist ,I feel, is a figure



remain,mpst sincerely your frli:e~8nd silent stude

for the past. There are too many extraneous opporumities today, and very
few enter Medicine for the science and art alone'.The truly seriously
dedicated scientist is an outmoded figure in the current stream of
passionate opportunists.! need not add that popular TV has added a
romantic fringe to a hogwash of interesting popular appeals,-none of
which conforms to the schools of Medicine we knew.Fortunately there
are still a few like yourself whom the others may -in rare instances-
endeavor to follow,but I have my doubts if these very few will ~~~
much of an inroad upon the overw~elming stream of personal adventurers.

With best regards and wishes for your earlY e-eturn to S.C.,I
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